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Guide Rail:  
Design Considerations
For guide rail to work properly, it needs to be designed and installed properly. Poorly 
designed or improperly installed guide rail is more likely to result in injuries if it gets hit, 
and is therefore a liability risk. Here are some considerations that will help avoid some 
common pitfalls in guide rail design and installation.

POiNt Of NEED
The point of need is the location where the rail needs to prevent an errant vehicle 
from reaching the hazard the rail is meant to protect. For fixed objects of limited size, 
measure the distance from the edge of the nearest lane to the back of the object. 
Multiply this distance by 3.75. Measure this distance along the road. This is the point 
where the guide rail needs to be strong enough to redirect a vehicle. For most end 
sections, the third post needs to be at or upstream of this point. On two-way roads, 
consider traffic in both directions.

With most NCHRP 350 systems, there is an additional concern. Most of them are 
capable of redirecting a vehicle that hits after the third post in the system, but a 
vehicle that hits the nose of the system end-on will be captured by the system and 
brought to a stop by the controlled collapse of up to 72 feet of rail. Therefore, in 
addition to making sure that vehicles that gate through the front two post will pass 
behind the shielded objects on a 15 degree line, no shielded objects may be within 72 
feet of the end of the system.

Length of Need (run-out length) is used on roads with clear zones broad enough that 
a driver can correct the path of an errant vehicle and brake within the clear zone and 
parallel to the road. This is most common on freeways, but may happen on other roads. If 
non-bypassable objects such as a deep gully or stream interrupt the broad clear areas, a 
stopping distance should be provided between the beginning of the rail and the potential 
hazard. The recommended lengths (lengths of need) vary with the speed the vehicle is 
expected to be going (design speed) and are listed in NYSDOT HDM Chapter 10.

Steep slopes - make a judgement as to likely paths of errant vehicles and judge 
where the slope would first be capable of producing a rollover accident. Project a path 
back to the shoulder to establish the point of need.

On rehabilitation projects, slopes up to one on two are often allowed to remain if they 
are less than five feet high. Consider how much fill would be required to flatten a low 
slope to one on three or flatter.
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BODiES Of wAtER
Visualize the likely courses that an errant vehicle would have to the water. If the hazard 
and likelihood of reaching the water are high enough, provide shielding to prevent 
access to that course.

• Rank the degree of caution needed:

• Car can completely submerge

• Water could fill an upright car to point where an unconscious person would drown

• An upside down car would be in water deep enough that an unconscious person 
would drown

• Consider other factors: 

• How steep is the slope to the water?

• Do intervening obstruction reduce the likelihood of reaching the water?

• Is the water hazard there year-round or intermittent? 

• What is the total distance in which to stop?

CuRBS AND GuiDE RAiL
These are usually mutually exclusive: guide rail is not used on lower speed roads, and 
curb should not be used on higher speed roads. Use of curb does not dictate a given 
clear zone width. Clear zone width should depend on the features of the area and the 
operating speeds. If the traffic speed and volume increase the potential for a fixed object 
to be hit, shielding should be considered if the risk is considered excessive, irrespective 
of the presence of curb.

If curb is used with guide rail, the more rigid systems are preferred. Preferred location 
is flush with the face of curb. Offset of up to one foot is acceptable. The old rule of 
thumb of avoiding guide rail between one foot and ten feet behind the curb is no longer 
valid. Actual testing showed some vehicles did not reach their highest point until they 
were ten feet beyond the curb! Similarly, nearly all tests showed an initial bumper 
dip when the curb was hit and the bumper did not rebound to normal height until the 
bumper was two feet beyond the curb.

GuiDE RAiL AND SiDEwALk
Unfortunately, there are no good answers available. If rail is needed behind sidewalk, 
vaulting becomes a concern. Non-mountable, six inch high curbing will NOT redirect 
a vehicle except under the most favorable circumstances. Therefore, to minimize the 
vaulting threat, consider using a traversable curb where the guide rail must be behind 
the sidewalk. The rail should be a stout system.
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If rail is needed and the situation permits rail between traffic and sidewalk, it is best 
to protect the pedestrians. Make sure you will not prevent people crossing the street 
from reaching the sidewalk. Consider using the NCHRP 350 terminals for rails installed 
immediately behind the curb. The NCHRP 350 terminals can be used with very little offset.

GRADiNG REquiREMENt fOR GuiDE RAiL AND tERMiNALS
Guide rail and rail terminals work best when installed on nearly level ground. The intent 
is to ensure that vehicles encounter the rail at the proper height rather than vaulting the 
rail. The rail should be installed on ground that is flatter than 1 on 10, except for cable 
guide rail, which works on slopes as steep as 1 on 6.

This flat area should extend past the guide rail posts, to support them when they are 
pushed back in a crash. How much depends on the embankment steepness and post 
type, as shown in the table below. If extra-long posts are needed, the rail will deflect 1.3 
times as much as the deflection distance table shows, despite the long posts.

Table 1: Minimum offset (in inches) from back of guide rail posts to shoulder break

Embankment 
Slope

84” Extra 
Long weak 

Posts

63” Standard 
weak Posts

84” Extra 
Long Heavy 

Posts

66” Standard 
Heavy Posts

1:3 0 6* 0 12

1:2.5 0 12* 0 18

1:2 0 18 0 24

1:1.5 6 30 0* 60
*Add six inches for sandy or weak soils.

Also, the WYBET box beam terminal requires straight alignment both horizontally 
and vertically. The recommended geometries of bump-outs are complex to lay 
out, but straight line simplifications are permitted. Since the ends gate anyway on 
most of the HPBO NCHRP 350 terminals, some deviation near the outer end of the 
terminal should be OK.

uNDERGROuND fACiLitiES
Before driving guide rail posts or excavating to install anchor blocks, call for a utilities 
stake-out at two to ten days beforehand.  Calling 811 is free and required before any 
underground excavation.
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iNStALLAtiONS iN SPAtiALLy CONStRAiNED LOCAtiONS
Constrained locations are locations without enough room to use any of the 
standard terminal types. If additional space cannot be obtained and the feature 
cannot be made reasonably safe, then a jury-rigged installation may be necessary. 
The primary rule is that the guide rail should be less hazardous than the shielded 
feature. Typically, the guide rail will function more as an attenuating structure than 
as a redirecting structure. High degrees of rail curvature should be considered 
to minimize the potential for spearing or ramping. Document that 1) space was 
constrained and, when the likelihood of an accident was considered, could not 
reasonably be expanded, 2) the feature could not be made safe, and 3) that a 
guide rail arrangement was provided that provided some degree of potential for 
redirection or attenuation.
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